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ORAL PRESENTATION Open Access

Interdependency between corrections in the
three anatomic planes in AIS instrumentation
Xiaoyu Wang1,2*, Laure Boyer1,2, Franck LeNaveaux1,2, Hubert Labelle2, Stefan Parent2, Carl-Éric Aubin1,2

From The 10th Meeting of the International Research Society of Spinal Deformities (IRSSD 2014 Sapporo)
Sapporo, Japan. 29 June - 2 July 2014

Background and objective

In surgical instrumentation of scoliotic spine, correction

maneuvers are performed with 3D correction principles

to achieve deformity reduction in specific anatomic

planes. The objective was to evaluate the interdepen-

dency between the effects of the correction maneuvers in

the 3 anatomical planes during the correction process.

Methods

A validated patient-specific biomechanical modeling and

simulation technique was used to assess the 3D correction

of a Lenke-1 AIS case through posterior spinal instrumen-

tation. Uniplanar pedicle screws were bilaterally placed at

the 2 proximal, 2 distal, and 3 apical levels. The simulation

steps included only the concave side 5.5 mm Cobalt-

Chrome rod attachment and its derotation followed by

apical vertebral derotation. Eighteen instrumentation

simulations were performed with different rod contours

(curvatures of 10, 20 and 30 degrees), rod derotation (70,

90 and 110 degrees), and vertebral derotation torques (3

and 5 Nm per screw at the 3 apical levels). Indices in the 3

planes (Cobb angle, thoracic kyphosis, apical vertebral

rotation (AVR)) were computed for each simulation.

Results

For the eighteen simulations, the coronal plane correction

through the concave side rod attachment and derotation

was accompanied by an increase of the AVR from 10 to

15 degrees. The increase of thoracic kyphosis was propor-

tional to the preoperative rod curvature and the rod dero-

tation angle. AVR correction through apical vertebral

derotation was accompanied by a slight loss of thoracic

kyphosis and small improvement of coronal plane

correction.

Preliminary conclusion

The more the coronal Cobb angle was reduced through

the concave side rod attachment and derotation, the more

the AVR was worsened. The effect of the apical vertebral

derotation on the coronal and sagittal planes was clinically

not significant.
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